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Due to higher degrees of individualization, shorter
product life cycles, and volatile selling markets, ful-
filling customer demands – the main task of automo-
tive companies – has become very complex. In or-
der to tackle this complexity, new concepts that en-
able the decentralization of decision-making within
the production process have become promising solu-
tions. The advancement towards self-organized pro-
duction requires novel approaches in the field of pro-
duction program planning. This work introduces the
concept of the volume cycle as a new design factor in
program planning. Additionally, a novel method to
identify flexibility potentials in production sequences
based on flexibility graphs is proposed, and the method
is validated through a case study considering a seg-
ment of the assembly process for an automobile. Suit-
able visualization techniques for flexibility graphs are
also discussed. Furthermore, in order to allow auto-
matic analysis and evaluation of the flexibility poten-
tials, methods of graph mining are introduced and the
application possibilities of these techniques in terms of
analyzing flexibility graphs are clarified. The results
obtained from the case study illustrate that routing
flexibility is not leveraged in today’s production lines,
thus revealing a potential optimization domain.

Keywords: decentralized production, flexibility poten-
tials, modeling of flexibility graphs, volume cycle, Indus-
try 4.0

1. Introduction

Nowadays, mass-market vehicles are commonly pro-
duced with a continuous flow manufacturing system that
consists of a combination of highly efficient production

and assembly lines. In a broader sense, all vehicles fol-
low the same designated sequence of production steps un-
til they are readily assembled. A centralized production
planning and controlling approach enables a smooth pro-
duction flow through the described system but requires
significant investment in IT infrastructure and production
equipment. Additionally, the approach is best suited for
deterministic customer demands, which do not exist at all
times and in all markets [2, 57].

New trends within the automotive industry, such as
the market introduction of electric vehicles and various
technologies in the field of Industry 4.0 [6], challenge
the existing production systems. Specifically, these chal-
lenges include an increased need for flexibility through
volatile selling markets, unforeseeable technological de-
velopments (e.g., in the field of electric vehicles), shorter
production cycles, and the increasing individualization
of products [16, 46, 48, 57]. Particularly with respect to
volatile selling markets, investing in expensive produc-
tion plants that are capable of producing several thousand
vehicles per day, is economically infeasible because the
return of investment is not guaranteed even on a mid-
term basis. Therefore, alternative methods of planning,
operating, and controlling smaller production sites by ex-
ploiting the potentials of modern information technolo-
gies have become more attractive to Original-Equipment-
Manufacturers (OEMs) [32, 51]. A number of promising
approaches using advanced technologies, with a signif-
icant potential for self-controlled complex systems, are
currently developed in the scope of Industry 4.0 activities.
Industry 4.0 is the focal part of the high-tech strategy of
the German government and describes the technological
evolution from embedded systems to Cyber-Physical Sys-
tems (CPS) [6, 21, 44]. More specifically, it subsumes the
conjunction of all physical and virtual components within
the value net of manufacturing. All real components are
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equipped with autonomous and decentralized communi-
cation and decision-making competences to fulfill cus-
tomer demands. The main technological enablers for In-
dustry 4.0 solutions are the Internet of Things (IoT) [24],
Multi Agent Systems (MAS) [37, 42], and CPS [10].

With respect to industrial production, Industry 4.0 aims
at realizing a one-piece flow (“lot size one”) at the cost
of mass production [21, 30], which would be suitable for
addressing the challenges of future (European) manufac-
turing markets [19]. Following the vision of Industry 4.0,
these challenges could be resolved through the concept of
smart factories. These factories are scalable and operate
at high flexibility through decentralized control strategies,
like MAS approaches for material flow and program plan-
ning, and the utilization of technologies such as the IoT
and CPS [6, 58]. Within the scope of these smart facto-
ries, the decentralized program planning approach as well
as the application of CPS to assembly tasks have to be
explored. An approach towards decentralized production
planning is introduced in this paper.

The main objective of this study is to provide the vision
of Industry 4.0 with a tool box of planning methods for
developing a specific profile. Therefore, this work focuses
on:

• the definition and introduction of a volume cycle,
which replaces the traditional sequence, to create a
degree of freedom for the operation of CPS on the
shop floor and

• the development of a concept to quantify the flex-
ibility potential by analyzing an abstraction of the
assembly dependencies using flexibility graphs.

The proposed volume cycle, which allows a temporal
sequence of orders and does not require a fixed produc-
tion sequence, was identified as a promising solution to
the intended production planning approach. Furthermore,
the degree of flexibility concerning the potential to “open”
strict production sequences has to be investigated. The
concept of a new methodology was thus developed to
qualify and quantify this potential.

The application of the proposed methods and therefore
the identification of the flexibility potential of production
sequences entail a number of advantages. For industries in
general and the automotive industry in particular, the uti-
lization of flexibility potentials can maximize the profits
of the production schedules. Additionally, the implemen-
tation of a decentralized planning and control approach
constitutes a convenient way to manage the complexity
that arises in individualized industrial production [12].
By mastering this complexity, the quantity and effects
of down-times in production lines can be reduced. Con-
sequently, shorter delivery times can be realized for the
customers. Furthermore, the enhanced flexibility enables
OEMs to allow customers to adjust their existing orders
during the production process. This new flexibility leads
to operational improvements and will have a positive ef-
fect on customer satisfaction. From a technical point of
view, decentralized control approaches enable scalability

of production and material flow systems in an economical
manner [43].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the existing State-of-the-Art technolo-
gies of current (centralized) production systems. Addi-
tionally, precedence diagrams are reviewed briefly, as they
constitute the standard technique for analyzing (central-
ized) production lines. In Section 3, the idea of future pro-
gram planning is explained by introducing the terms flex-
ibility graph and volume cycle. This is exemplarily sup-
ported by a process analysis of the (pre-)assembly lines
at an OEM within the automotive industry. Section 4
presents a graph-based representation of the production
as well as a formalization of the flexibility graphs. In ad-
dition, visualization concepts for the (flexibility) graphs
are surveyed. In Section 5, the analysis of the flexibility
graph is explained to elaborate a deeper understanding of
the dependencies of the required (pre-)assembly process
steps. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a summary of
the main results and presents an outlook regarding further
research.

2. Related Work

In order to optimize production planning and control,
the flexibility potentials of current production processes
need to be investigated. Ten different types of flexibility
are defined in the literature [9, 18, 50]. In the context of
this work, the routing flexibility is the most relevant type
of flexibility, and it is also a topic addressed frequently in
visions of Industry 4.0. It describes the ability of a man-
ufacturing system to produce a part by alternative routes
through the system [50].

To leverage the routing flexibility of a production sys-
tem, the flexibility potentials need to be known during
the planning phase. Different planning techniques ex-
ist, and a general overview is shown in Fig. 1. At the
current stage of our research, the production times of
the considered manufacturing operations are assumed to
be deterministic. A common method to determine the
production times of manual operations is the Methods-
Time Measurement (MTM) [40]. In this work, the Prece-
dence Diagram Method (PDM) is used, as indicated
in Fig. 1 [25, 38, 45]. The PDM belongs to the category of
Critical Path Methods (CPM) and is characterized by the
representation of actions using nodes and dependencies
using arrows connecting the nodes (task-on-node repre-
sentation) [3, 7]. The advantages of a precedence diagram
are its simplicity and avoidance of redundancies [36].
Furthermore, the routing flexibility can be represented by
buffer times [38]. The Program Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) [3, 4, 15] is another planning method
that allows the determination of the critical path and flex-
ibility potentials within a process chain. By assuming
determined activities, the requirement for the application
of PERT, i.e., probabilistic activities, is not met. There-
fore, PERT cannot be utilized for the analysis within this
work. This work introduces a method that expands the
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Precedence Diagram 
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Fig. 1. Overview of existing planning techniques [3].

static graph derived from the application of PDM to a dy-
namic graph. Additionally, semantic groups are added to
the dynamic graph in order to investigate specific charac-
teristics of the graph, in this case the routing flexibility, in
more detail.

An overview of the currently applied techniques for
production program planning and scheduling in the con-
text of the automotive industry is given in [11, 27, 28, 47].
The production program planning and scheduling is part
of the order-to-delivery process, which is defined by the
following [23, 55]:

• program planning and capacity management,

• order management,

• production program planning and scheduling,

• production, and distribution.

The process of program planning is a multi-level pro-
cess with different time horizons [33]. Three different
perspectives are distinguishable in practice: strategic pro-
gram planning (long term), tactical planning (medium
term), and operative planning (short term). The following
explanations only focus on the production program plan-
ning and scheduling shown in Fig. 2, in which a short-
term planning interval is considered. The program plan-
ning can be subdivided into two steps: the planning of the
weekly program and the planning of the daily program.
These two steps are followed by the scheduling, which or-
ganizes the orders from the daily program into a sequence
that can be illustrated as a pearl chain, i.e., the different
orders flow through the production in the designated se-
quence.

On a monthly basis, the order stock, which holds the
customer orders as well as the predictions from the mar-
kets, is partitioned into weekly portions. Therefore, a tar-
get week is allocated for each customer order on basis of
the delivery date demanded by the customer. In this case,
the customer may be the end customer, the market, or a

Order Stock

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4
Day 5
Day 4
Day 3
Day 2
Day 1

Program Planning Scheduling

Planning of the 
Weekly Program

Planning of the 
Daily Program

Pearl Chain

PredictionsCustomer
Order

Fig. 2. Program planning and sequencing in the automotive
industry (based on [8]).

particular dealer. The horizon for this planning step can
vary depending on the OEM. In Fig. 2, the horizon is de-
picted as four weeks. At this point, a linking between
the order, plant, and capacities should have already taken
place. The planning of the daily program is a further fine-
tuning of the weekly program, in which all the technical
and capacitive restrictions of the plant and the production
line are considered and the orders are related to a concrete
shift on the already planned production day.

The latter part of the whole process is the scheduling.
Here, the orders of a shift are sequenced considering all
the technical and capacitive restrictions. These are the
same rules that have to be applied in the program planning
as well. Otherwise, the order mix of the weekly and daily
portions could be incompatible to the conditions of the
related production line.

For instance, the distance and number of item restric-
tions for certain properties (equipment features) are de-
fined in this step. A distance restriction defines that a cer-
tain number of orders excluding a specific property has to
be produced in between two orders including this prop-
erty. An example could be that between two Right-Hand-
Drive (RHD) vehicles a certain number of non RHD ve-
hicles must be produced. An item restriction defines the
number of orders including a specific property (e.g., air
conditioning) that have to be manufactured during the day.
In some cases, up to 100 different restrictions or char-
acteristics are defined during the fine planning process,
which have to be considered later during the sequencing
process. The fine planning process normally results in
a so-called Just-In-Sequence (JIS) release order placed at
the component manufacturers. The plant issues the JIS se-
quence orders a certain number of days (empirical value:
6 to 10 days) before the scheduled start of production.
The corresponding JIS deliveries of the different suppli-
ers are scheduled exactly in the same sequence, in which
the orders have been scheduled on the production lines.

3. Program Planning for Industry 4.0

This section introduces a new concept for future pro-
gram planning of decentralized production structures. In
Subsection 3.1, the concept and its relevance to the vi-
sion of Industry 4.0 are clarified. The knowledge about
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the flexibility potentials of the production processes is
the foundation of the new methodologies for a future de-
centralized production planning and control approach for
smart factories. A process mapping of the current assem-
bly processes at an OEM is shown in Subsection 3.2 and
used as a case study within this work.

3.1. Concept for Future Planning Tasks
The concept of program planning and scheduling de-

scribed in Section 2 can be found with variations at al-
most every car manufacturer operating with continuous
flow production structures. In terms of Industry 4.0, the
advancement towards decentralized production implies a
change from fixed, scheduled flow production to a flexi-
ble network of process cells that can be easily rearranged.
The overall capacities of the production system and its
resources have to be synchronized with the customer de-
mand, and the supply of the process cells requires dy-
namic logistic units, e.g., Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGV). Therefore, the decentralized production concept
necessitates new and tailored production planning and
scheduling approaches.

In the future, it will be impossible to predict the exact
point in time when a specific production step will start
or end because of the decentralized decision-making pro-
cess. This leads to the problem of providing the assem-
bly cells with the demanded parts and required product
and production information on time. Even though a pro-
duction plan indicates the day a specific order has to be
produced, the exact hour of value adding is a dynamically
determined result of the decentralized production control
(depending on the assembly cells and the material flow).
Because the assembly sequences of JIS parts can be dy-
namically reorganized by a decentralized production con-
trol, the exactly scheduled JIS part supply, synchronized
to a specific production sequence, can no longer be done
according to the traditional patterns.

To resolve this issue, the present work introduces an
enlarged time slot for JIS part deliveries, called the vol-
ume cycle (cf. Fig. 3). The volume cycle is conceived
as a non-sequenced amount of production orders that is
allocated to be produced within a certain time frame of
the production plan. Thus, the volume cycle is a result of
the production planning and is used to pass orders from
the production planning side (from the order stock) to the
production control side (into the order pool). It is flexible
with respect to the number of orders it can contain and
the time frame the production plan provides for the actual
production process. Orders within a volume cycle have
no longer a particular sequence like in traditional produc-
tion plans (pearl chain). The production control side de-
termines the volume cycles, i.e. the possible number of
orders, by allocating the actual capacities and resources
of the production system. This information is then com-
municated to the planning side to ensure that the volume
cycles are planned according to the actual situation on the
shop floor.

In the production planning process, pre-filled volume
cycles have to be determined based on of real-time data

Production Planning Production Control

Order PoolOrder Stock

Capacity and Resources

Volume Cycle
t

Customer
Order

Customer
Product

Fig. 3. Visualization of the suggested concept of the volume
cycle.

from the production system such as capacities and re-
sources. The quality of the planning result depends on
the knowledge about the configuration and capabilities of
the actual production system. The basic interrelation be-
tween the production and the assembly steps could be vi-
sualized by a flexibility graph, as described in Section 4.
Because of the flexibility within the production system,
the planning process has to incorporate simulation meth-
ods to predict future states with high probabilities.

In order to exploit the benefits of the decentralized pro-
gram planning and scheduling concept, Subsection 3.2
gives an overview of the flexibility potentials within the
production process of OEMs.

3.2. Process Mapping
During the phase of process mapping, the different

steps of the production process at an OEM plant are
mapped manually. This process mapping constitutes the
basis for the subsequent process analysis. The final as-
sembly line as well as the different pre-assembly lines are
within the scope of the process mapping phase, as shown
in Fig. 4. In this way, differences between the production
and assembly areas can be identified, and more detailed
statements can be made.

As a matter of principle, the availability of process
information for the subsequent analysis grows with the
number of process steps mapped. Hence, the room for
flexibility increases. The data and information regarding
the different process steps are taken from a knowledge
base of the OEM and will be verified by assessments on
the shop floor. The available degree of detail ranges from
detailed process step levels (e.g., assembly instruction for
single parts) to general descriptions of the different pro-
duction areas.

In this study, the level of detail was set to the descrip-
tion of the process steps (e.g., Step X: “Assembly of head-
lights”) to enable a significant analysis. Eventually, a list
of all the process steps evaluated in the analysis has to be
generated. Additionally, time-wise information, such as
the lead time or the required time for transportation be-
tween two steps, has to be available for each process step.
Logistical information, such as the level of inventory or
the type of material staging at the production sections,
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Pre-assembly
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Final Assembly Line
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Fig. 4. Production areas considered for the analysis.

is collected as well. The large amount of specific infor-
mation and the mapped production processes of the OEM
constitute the starting base for the development of flexibil-
ity graphs (see Section 4) and for the subsequent process
analysis (see Section 5).

4. Flexibility Graph for the Novel Program
Planning

The information from the process mapping described
in Section 3 is analyzed in this chapter. As a first step, the
PDM is applied to highlight the dependencies in the pro-
cess order (see Subsection 4.1). As the PDM is executed
manually, a method to model flexibility graphs automati-
cally is introduced in Subsection 4.2 and exemplarily ap-
plied to the considered case study. Furthermore, visual-
ization techniques for flexibility graphs, which are neces-
sary to face the complexity of the process structure, are
presented in Subsection 4.3.

4.1. Precedence Diagram
The main objective of the process analysis is to de-

rive the routing flexibility potential with respect to the se-
quence of production steps. Browne et al. [9] introduced
routing flexibility as “the ability to handle breakdowns
and to continue producing the given set of part types.”
ElMaraghy [18] adapted this definition and explained the
routing flexibility as the “number of feasible routes of all
part types/number of part types.” A precedence diagram
describes the predecessor-successor relationships and is
therefore useful for describing the relationships and co-
herence between the production steps as well [56]. There-
fore, this method was found to be particularly useful for
the modeling and analysis of production processes and is
a tool capable of achieving the mentioned main objective.

Precedence diagrams are widely used in industrial con-
texts, both in theory and in practice [43, 45]. For example,
once the predecessor-successor relationships for a set of
production steps are identified, a variety of analyses (e.g.,
critical path analysis) can be performed on the set of steps.
A number of these analyses are described below and ap-
plied to the relevant production processes. Further analy-
sis methods based on precedence diagrams can be found
in [36]. To ensure proper understanding of precedence di-
agrams, it is important to clarify that only dependencies in
the production order between processes are included and
every process step shown in a precedence diagram needs
to be performed in order to manufacture a product.

The listed production steps (see Subsection 3.2) are it-
eratively transformed into a precedence graph by the fol-
lowing method: For each production area, i.e., cockpit
pre-assembly, power train pre-assembly, and final vehicle
assembly, the direct predecessors and direct successors of
every production step are identified. Based on this iden-
tification, which is commonly done on a spreadsheet and
is termed the precedence matrix, a precedence graph as
shown in Fig. 5 can be derived. Additionally, the different
production steps, which are portrayed as boxes or “knots,”
are connected by arrows pointing in the direction of the
succeeding processes. Therefore, an arrow from the box
of process step A to the box of process step B indicates
that A has to be completed before B can start or B can
only start if A is completed (Fig. 5(a)). In case an arrow
points from process step A to process steps B and C and
if there are no other arrows, then process steps B and C
run simultaneously and can start once process step A is
completed (Fig. 5(b)). This also means that, if the arrows
of A and B both point to C, then process step C can only
be executed after the completion of process steps A and
B (Fig. 5(c)).

Additionally, using the lead time of each production
step, the time aspect can be incorporated into the anal-
ysis, i.e., once the duration (D) of every production step is
available, the total lead time can be calculated as the sum
of the durations of all the process steps. In a complex
situation, such as the production of an automobile, many
processes can flow simultaneously and have different start
and end points. In project management, it is common
to identify the critical path in the previously mentioned
precedence diagram. The critical path is the sequence of
process steps that has the longest total duration. This path
is said to be critical because a delay of any lead time in-
cluded in the path will have an effect on the total lead time
of the observed processes. On the other hand, a reduction
of any lead time on the critical path will cause a reduction
in the total lead time [54].

4.2. Modeling the Flexibility Graph
This section focuses on the representation of process

steps and their dependencies in terms of graph theory. By
employing graph algorithms, the possibly complex prece-
dence diagrams (see Section 4.1) can be analyzed and vi-
sualized (semi-) automatically. Thus, in this section, the
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Step A Step B Step A

Step C

Step B Step A

Step C

Step B(a) Processes in serial.

(b) A serial of a single process fol-
lowed by two simultaneous processes.

(c) A serial of two simultaneous pro-
cesses followed by a single process.

Fig. 5. Process examples that clarify the logical relationships within a precedence diagram.
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Flexibility Potential
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Fig. 6. Excerpt of an exemplary graph (segment of a production process) indicating the complexity and demonstrating the flexibility
potential with respect to the process steps in boxes A and B; the critical path is visualized as a solid line. It is important to note that
the vertices represent the process steps of an automobile (pre-) assembly and the edges represent the dependencies of these steps.

preliminaries of graph theory and required formalisms are
presented so that precedence diagrams can be modeled as
graphs.

Precedence diagrams, as discussed in Section 4.1, may
be modeled as a directed weighted (and connected) graph
G = (V,E), where the set V of vertices equals the pro-
cess steps and the set E ⊂ V ×V of edges specifies the
dependencies of each process step. It is important to note
that the edges do not (necessarily) represent the flow of
material. Thus, an edge e = (u,v) ∈ E with u,v ∈ V re-
quires u to be completed before v can start. As each pro-
cess step v ∈ V is annotated with additional information
gathered during the process mapping, the vertices have
associated weights wi(v). For example, the weights may
denote the workload level of a machine in the production
flow, which in turn may be exploited to dynamically se-
lect the least used machine when multiple alternatives are
available in a specific production step. Because of the in-
troduction of weights, further information is incorporated

in the precedence diagram. As this work utilizes the in-
corporated information mainly to determine the routing
flexibility, it is proposed to name this type of graph a flex-
ibility graph.

Figure 6 depicts an exemplary excerpt of a flexibility
graph, which models a partial aspect of an automobile
assembly. Note that all the process steps shown need to
be passed through to complete the modeled assembly ex-
cerpt. This means that, even if some of the process steps
may be executed in parallel (e.g., processes 2.A and 2.B),
all the processes must still be carried out finally. The pro-
cess steps condensed in boxes A and B can be executed
in parallel to the process steps of the critical path (shown
as a solid line). Moreover, they may even be delayed,
which is visualized by the gray dashed boxes. For exam-
ple, process 5.C must not start before 4.A and must be
completed before process 13.A has finished. Note that the
additional information (collected in the process mapping)
for each vertex is not shown here for the sake of read-
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ability. This information is taken into account to compute
the final weight w(v) of each vertex for the optimization
algorithms applied on the graph.

The vertex weights are transformed into weighted
edges because many well-known graph algorithms work
on edge-weighted graphs only, e.g., [17, 26]. This is
achieved by replacing each weighted vertex v with two
new synthetical vertices v1 and v2 connected by a new
edge (v1,v2) ∈ E having the weight w(v). All preexisting
(i.e., non-weighted) edges in G are set to some constant
weight c ∈ R

+. Note that the possible execution orders
of the process steps can simply be determined by using
topological sorting on the graph [31].

4.3. Visualization of Flexibility Graphs
With increasing complexity of the graphs, automatic vi-

sualization and layout algorithms are beneficial to support
the visual inspection of the production structure. Thus,
efficient layout algorithms [5, 53] are needed; examples
will be presented in the following. Note that graph fea-
tures, like the centrality indices, which will be presented
in Subsection 5.2, can simply be visualized by mapping
the centrality values of a vertex to a color scheme.

Visualization concepts can be categorized into (pure)
algorithmic and declarative approaches. Algorithmic ap-
proaches are designed to solve a specific optimization
problem like reducing the edge crossings or the size of
the required canvas [52]. On the other hand, declarative
approaches incorporate use-case related aspects such as
concurrency or non-determinism of process steps [1, 29].

Sugiyama et al. [52] described a hierarchical algorithm
to draw directed graphs in a layered manner so that the
graph acts “as a visual aid to understand overall images of
the structure of the [modeled] complex system.” The algo-
rithm assumes a two-dimensional surface onto which the
graph should be drawn, i.e., each vertex v ∈V is mapped
to a position (x,y) ∈ R

2 – Fig. 7 shows a small exam-
ple with 12 vertices. The algorithm can be outlined as
follows: In the first step, appropriate edges, which make
the graph cyclic, are inverted. This effectively makes the
graph acyclic (cf. Fig. 7); however, as no cyclic graphs are
expected within the context of (pre-) assembly flow mod-
eling (cf. Section 5.2), this step may be omitted. The next
step assigns each vertex a horizontal layer, which deter-
mines the y-coordinates. To achieve this, a repetitive two-
step procedure is pursued: Firstly, all sinks are placed in
the lowermost layer L1 (layer 1, see Fig. 7). Secondly, all
sinks are conceptually removed, and the procedure con-
tinues again with the first step, except the new sinks are
placed in the next layer (e.g., L2 in case of the second iter-
ation). This effectively places a vertex v in the layer Li+1,
where i denotes the length of the path from v to a sink
having the largest possible number of edges. The next
step of the algorithm aims at reducing the number of edge
crossings. Therefore, dummy vertices are inserted for all
edges that cross multiple layers. If this step is omitted,
the reduction of edge crossings would only consider edges
crossings pairwise between two layers. Using the dummy

Fig. 7. Exemplary result of applying the hierarchical vi-
sualization algorithm by Sugiyama et al. on a small flex-
ibility graph (labels of the vertices have been dropped for
the sake of readability); notice the 5 layers L1, ...,L5 on
which the vertices are aligned. The figure also illustrates
the terms source, dummy vertex, edge crossing, and sink (re-
fer to [49, 52] for more details). The graph shown is acyclic
because it does not contain any cycles; it would be cyclic if,
e.g., it had an edge (v,u).

vertices, the algorithm analyzes the layers of the graph
pairwise (starting at L1). Given two layers Li and Li+1,
the vertices in layer Li+1 are sorted based on the number
of crossings they induce with respect to all the other ver-
tices on the same layer. In this manner, the vertices in
Li are fixed, and those in Li+1 are re-arranged so that the
edge crossings between Li and Li+1 are reduced. Finally,
x-coordinates are assigned to the vertices by minimizing
the number of bucklings at the dummy vertices. This is
accomplished by quadratic programming. Note that dur-
ing the last step, the vertices are not re-arranged anymore.
Further details on this algorithm may be found in [52].
This approach is specifically useful for the visualization
of Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG); Section 5.2 presents
more details.

It should be noted that visualizations with non-
intersecting edges (so-called planar graphs) are the most
favored because of their improved readability. The Open
Graph Drawing Framework (OGDF) provides tools for
rendering (planar) graphs [14].

5. Revealing Flexibility Potentials by the Anal-
ysis of Flexibility Graphs

Section 4 already provided the fundamentals of map-
ping and modeling the process steps of an (pre-) assembly
line along with their properties. These include the prece-
dence diagrams and the flexibility graphs. Subsection 5.1
employs the concept of precedence diagrams to describe
a manual analysis for computing the flexibility potential
based on various timing constraints. Subsection 5.2 ex-
tends the analysis by using flexibility graphs (introduced
in Subsection 4.2) to quantify, for example, the amount of
parallelizable process steps or to automatically determine
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the critical paths.

5.1. Manual Analysis of Precedence Diagrams
Critical paths are determined for each production area

(i.e., cockpit pre-assembly, power train pre-assembly, and
final assembly). In order to identify the path, the start-
ing and final process steps were defined for each of these
areas. After identifying the critical path within each pro-
duction area, the flexibility potentials for all the process
steps can be determined. It should be noted that flexibility
potentials may never be found along the critical path. By
providing information about the process, the lead times,
and the critical path, the earliest start (ES), latest start
(LS), earliest finish (EF), and latest finish (LF) can be de-
termined using

EFi = max(ESi−1)+Di . . . . . . . . . (1)
LSi = min (LFi+1)−Di . . . . . . . . . (2)

where i = 1, ...,n and n is the length of the critical
path [36]. Notice that ES and EF are calculated work-
ing forwards, whereas LS and LF are calculated working
backwards. Finally, the flexibility potential of each pro-
cess step can be calculated using

FPi = LSi −ESi = LFi −EFi . . . . . . . (3)

The resulting description for each process step is shown
in Fig. 8.

Based on the gathered information about the process re-
lationships, the total flexibility potential FPtot of the con-
sidered process chain is determined by applying

FPtot = 1− ncrit

ntot
=

nnoncrit

ntot
. . . . . . . . (4)

where ntot is the total number of considered processes,
ncrit is the number of processes in the critical path, and
nnoncrit is the number of process not belonging to the crit-
ical path. The values of ntot, ncrit, and nnoncrit are obtained
from the critical path analysis of the conducted case study
and summarized in Table 1. The information obtained
by applying CPM is necessary for the calculation of the
flexibility potential.

Thus, for the process areas considered, the flexibility
potential is determined to be FPtot = 76

• FPlow: Low flexibility potential, if 1 ≤ FPi ≤ 5.

• FPmedium: Medium flexibility potential, if 6 ≤ FPi ≤
10.

• FPhigh: High flexibility potential, if FPi ≥ 11.

The additional categorization shows that 47% of the
processes have a low flexibility potential FPlow, 18% have
a medium flexibility potential FPmedium, and 11% have a
high flexibility potential FPhigh. A visualization of the
distribution of the flexibility potentials is shown in Fig. 9.
It is important to mention that the categorization only
groups the investigated flexibility potentials into three (al-
most) equally sized categories.

Duration
(D)

Earliest Finish
(EF)

Latest Start
(LS)

Flexibility Potential 
(FP)

Latest Finish
(LF)

Earliest Start
(ES)

Part Name / Activity

Fig. 8. Resulting process description, adapted from [36].

Table 1. Results of the critical path analysis applied on the
conducted case study.

Category Quantity
ntot 79
ncrit 19
nnoncrit 60
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Fig. 9. Histogram of the flexibility potentials in the con-
ducted case study.

The results obtained from the analysis of the routing
flexibility show a significant potential, which can be used
in the dimensioning and designing of reconfigurable man-
ufacturing systems (RMS) [34, 35, 41], i.e., the process
steps that have a certain flexibility potential could be
grouped to form a reconfigurable manufacturing station.
In this manner, a production system consisting of non-
dedicated machines could be designed. Moreover, the
gained flexibility enables the system to face the complex-
ities that arise from higher degrees of individualization,
shorter product life cycles, and volatile selling markets.
Therefore, RMS constitute one of the key research topics
related to the German high-tech strategy Industry 4.0.

5.2. Graph Mining
Graph features [13] can be used to explore the struc-

tural coherence of a graph, which could in turn reveal
the importance and interaction of the process steps (mod-
eled as graph vertices) described in Subsection 4.1. In
this manner, a graph analysis could help in (semi-) au-
tomatically identifying the flexibility mentioned in Sub-
section 5.1. As these graphs can have a large number of
vertices (5000 and more), efficient algorithms are needed.
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The most widely used graph features are centrality in-
dices, which were originally used in the analysis of social
networks. Centrality indicates the importance of the ver-
tices in a graph [13]. For example, within the context of
this paper, centrality can be considered as the significance
of a machine in the production flow, provided the machine
is modeled using graph vertices. Given a vertex v ∈V , the
degree centrality equals the number of adjacent edges tied
to v. The degree of a vertex can be further classified into
in- and outdegrees, where the indegree equals the num-
ber of incident edges and the outdegree corresponds to
the number of outgoing edges. A high indegree centrality
requires many process steps to be joined, whereas a high
outdegree allows the parallel execution of all the process
steps that are connected through an outgoing edge. Addi-
tionally, vertices with outgoing edges can be started inde-
pendently of other processes.

Closeness centrality builds up on the concept of short-
est paths. A shortest path from a vertex v ∈ V to another
vertex u ∈V is defined by the sequence of edges that con-
nects the two vertices such that the sum of the weights
is minimized (with respect to all possible paths between
v and u). The distance from v to u is then given by the
number of edges in their shortest path. If there is no path
from v to u (e.g., because v is executed after u), the dis-
tance is defined to be zero. The closeness centrality of
a vertex v is the reciprocal of the sum of distances to all
other vertices u ∈ V \ {v}. Thus, process steps that have
to be executed at the beginning of the assembly flow have
the smallest closeness centralities not equal to zero. Thus,
such processes can be identified by estimating the values
of closeness centrality, which can be considered as an in-
dicator of the relevance within the production flow. The
final process steps without any successors are defined to
have a closeness centrality of zero. For example, these
may include cleaning and/or checking the assembled car.
Furthermore, process steps that require multiple assembly
steps to be completed beforehand (i.e., they are located at
a “later” stage in the assembly flow) have higher values
of closeness centrality compared with the processes that
must be executed first.

Betweenness centrality refers to the importance of a
vertex v with respect to the shortest paths across v [13].
Specifically, let #st be the total number of shortest paths
from s∈V to t ∈V and let #st(v) be the number of shortest
paths from s to t that pass through v. Adding up the frac-
tion #st (v)

#st
for all vertex pairs s, t ∈ V with s, t �= v yields

the betweennes centrality of v.
Both closeness centrality and betweenness centrality

require to solve the All-Pairs-Shortest-Path (APSP) prob-
lem, which can be done using the Floyd-Warshall algo-
rithm [20]. However, single shortest paths may be of
interest as well: Consider a process step v that requires
a specific apparatus for its completion. Assume further
that the apparatus has, for example, a high failure rate
or requires maintenance soon. Completing some pre-
assembled products (located at some process step u) be-
fore the next maintenance that only need to pass through

the processing of the aforementioned apparatus is desir-
able. For example, this may be required for the adherence
to a deadline in order to avoid contractual penalties or a
customer’s urgent order. In this case, computing a sin-
gle shortest path between u and v in terms of a weighting
function that possibly combines many criteria can be done
with the Dijkstra algorithm [17] or its (typically faster)
extension – the A* algorithm [26]. Note that there are also
algorithms available that tackle the multi-criteria shortest
path problem (SPP) [39]. The multi-criteria SPP involves
the consideration of many criteria during the optimization
in the algorithm, whereas, for example, the Dijkstra algo-
rithm only considers weights attached to edges. Clearly,
multiple criteria can be mathematically combined into a
single weight and thus be solved by the Dijstra algorithm.
Given two vertices u (source) and v (sink), the Dijkstra
and A* algorithms roughly proceed as follows: Initially,
the distance d(u) of u is set to zero, and the distances
of v ∈ V,v �= u are assigned ∞. At first, all the neigh-
bors ti ∈ N(u) of u are visited, and their distances are set
to w(u, ti) + d(u). Recall that d(u) = 0 because u is the
source vertex. The successor of u is stored as the neigh-
boring vertex with the smallest distance, i.e.,

min
∀ti∈N(u)

d(ti). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

The algorithm then repetitively examines the non-visited
neighboring vertices of the previously selected vertex ti
and selects its successor similarly. Note that the “dis-
tance” is computed by adding up the distance of the pre-
vious vertex and the weight of the connecting edge. If
the algorithm encounters a visited vertex t that stores a
previously-assigned larger distance d(t), t is updated to
reflect the smaller distance. The procedure terminates
when v is visited. This approach is extended by the A*
algorithm, which utilizes a heuristic to estimate the most-
promising direction of search. As in the Dijkstra algo-
rithm, each vertex stores its current minimum distance to
the source vertex u. The heuristic δ (t) estimates the re-
maining distance from a neighboring vertex t to the final
vertex v by

δ (t) = α(t)+β (t) . . . . . . . . . . . (6)

where α(t) denotes the current distance to t and β (t) esti-
mates the distance from t to v. For the algorithm to work
properly, β (t) must not overestimate the distances [26].
Clearly, this heuristic depends on the type of weights at-
tached to the graph. For example, assume each process
step has a single associated processing station and the
weight of each edge e = (s, t) states the real distance from
the s-station to the t-station. A “shortest path” then min-
imizes the transportation route, and δ (t) can be set to the
distance of the beeline from t to v. In this manner, the
directed edges maintain a valid order of the production
flow while the transportation costs are minimized. Within
this context, the previously explained betweenness cen-
trality reflects the importance of the vertices (i.e., process
steps) on a shortest path from u to v that need to be passed
through when the earliest possible completion of v is re-
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quired.
As mentioned in Subsection 4.1, critical paths are of

particular interest because delays during the process steps
in such paths lead to delayed delivery. In terms of graph
theory, critical paths may be understood as the problem
of finding the longest path in a graph between two ver-
tices. When considering automotive assembly processes,
the incorporation of customer wishes during the assembly
is worthwhile to be as late as possible. Process steps that
may be affected by spontaneous customer wishes should
therefore be started as late as possible, which in turn de-
mands longest paths to such vertices. Because the flexibil-
ity graph describes the dependencies of each process step,
it cannot contain any cycles. Accordingly, the assumption
of a DAG is suitable; see Subsection 4.3. The longest path
G in a DAG can be by found by determining the shortest
path in G obtained by negating all the weights [49].

Finally, it should be mentioned that there are algorithms
for property testing [22], i.e., to check whether a given
graph has a specific property. With respect to the longest
path problem, one may be interested in testing whether a
graph is actually a DAG.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

To achieve the goal of identifying flexibility poten-
tials in decentralized production sequences, a novel ap-
proach based on the concepts of volume cycle and flexibil-
ity graphs was introduced. The proposed method enables
the identification of flexibility potentials in manufactur-
ing processes in terms of routing flexibility. Flexibility
graphs provide a tool to analyze the dependencies in the
production sequence. The results obtained from the case
study clarify that the routing flexibility is not leveraged in
today’s production lines and thus exposes a potential opti-
mization domain. Therefore, it is concluded that the pro-
posed benefits of Industry 4.0 can be achieved by develop-
ing and implementing decentralized production planning
and scheduling concepts that utilize the exposed flexibil-
ity potentials.

Nevertheless, the developed method for deriving flex-
ibility graphs considers only the technical restrictions to
determine the predecessors and successors. To validate
the practical relevance of the results, other restrictive fac-
tors, e.g., the spatial accessibility after changing the as-
sembly order, need to be considered as well. Furthermore,
to achieve a holistic optimization, the scope of the anal-
ysis needs to be extended to assimilate the entire produc-
tion system. For this reason, visualization techniques as
well as graph mining methods have been presented to face
complexities by (semi-)automation of the analysis pro-
cess.

The obtained information about the routing flexibility
of the production processes constitutes the basis for de-
centralized program planning concepts. The introduced
concept of the volume cycle is only the first approach to
leverage the investigated flexibility potentials. Addition-
ally, a concept for decentralized program scheduling is

required to plan and produce the orders of a volume cy-
cle within the available time slot. It will be part of fu-
ture works to determine the amount of orders that can be
grouped in a volume cycle and the amount of the corre-
sponding time slot for producing the orders of this vol-
ume cycle. Further boundary conditions for defining the
volume cycle are, among others, the size of the logistics
warehouse and the number of transport vehicles. These
and other parameters will be evaluated in further research.
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